Installation Services for
control rooms
Decreasing deployment time

Installing a visualization solution requires the proper amount of
knowledge and expertise. Having our dedicated and fully-trained
installation engineers on site will help you streamline the installation
process. They ensure successful and timely deployment of your
project, not only for projects with elaborate system requirements, but
also for system upgrades that require a minimal downtime.
We solve:
• Long or unsure deployment times
• Risk on downtime caused by improper installation
• Ineffective installed solutions resulting in poor system performance
• Risk on damage associated with unpacking, handling, installing and integrating all
components

Our deliverables
Depending on your needs, our installation engineers can deliver:
• FAT: acceptance test of your solution before delivery or commissioning, on a
sample or full system
• Installation: HW/SW installation, alignment and configuration, integration, start-up
and testing
• Assisted install: on site assistance for your installation team
• Final configuration: final check on alignment and configuration of the system
installed by your installation team
• System acceptance: acceptance test after installation
• System validation: Barco validates your installation

Installation team:
• Team of 300+ fully skilled engineers
• Installing 700+ projects per year

Installation Services for control rooms

Barco

• Global presence to serve the customer in his own language, and according
to local regulations

Customer References:
“The existing walls were replaced by new ones in barely a week, which allowed us to
curb downtime. As we got a great training and the systems are intuitive to use, we
can make the most of the solution. We now have an immense, ultra-bright view of
the SCADA system and any other data sources, like CCTV camera feeds or
videoconferencing, which significantly improves collaboration and insight.”
Cédric Petitcolin, Manager Techn. Equipment Div., Tunnel Mont Blanc

"We are highly satisfied with Barco’s service and implementation,” Mardikar
concluded. “It was a huge cross-functional effort which cut across technology,
infrastructure and real estate experts. There were multiple milestones along the way
such as testing, in order to create a multi-user, realistic experience. Thanks to Barco,
Airtel’s experience center is a world-first: a one-of-a-kind telecom service provider
control room!”
Shyam Mardikar, Chief Strategy, and Architecture & Engineering at Bharti Airtel

“Barco and their partner had to implement a highly complex solution in a very tight
timeframe, integrating multiple systems and servers that support technologies used
for dispatching and controlling our trains. They handled every challenge with ease,
hitting every delivery date to keep the project on track.”
Jim Fox, Chief Control Center Officer at SE Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
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